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Rarebooksclub.com, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 246 x 189 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This historic book may have numerous typos
and missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book
(without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1860 edition. Excerpt: .eastern isle,
Large fragrant groves of fruit-producing trees, Sweet cinnamon, and the pink-almond s bloom. One
tree apart stood eminent--alone--Whose leaf could never fade, whose kindly sap Flowed with eternal
vigour, and whose fruit Shone with immortal fragrance, aye renewed. Not all the trees of Paradise
could match In delicate taste that everlasting fruit: Not all the spices of Sabaean stems Surpass its
odour of divinity. Round that, those others clustered, like a band Of glittering princes round their
king revered In gorgeous pomp of gems and golden hues, Or like attendant troops of opal clouds
Round the chaste standard of th advancing moon. Then, when the seer was struck with dumb
amaze, Staggered at myriad marvels pressing on him, And mortal senses failed to grasp the key,
The golden key of knowledge--then there came An angel s voice, and whispered, Lo, the tree!...
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Reviews
This kind of publication is almost everything and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this
created e publication. I am effortlessly can get a pleasure of reading through a created ebook.
-- K eon Lowe
The book is straightforward in go through easier to recognize. it was actually writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am very happy to explain how this is
actually the greatest publication i have read through within my individual life and might be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Gla dys Conr oy
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